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Abstract—In recent years, Blockchain has been expected to
create a secure mechanism for exchanging not only for cryp-
tocurrency but also for other types of assets without the need for
a powerful and trusted third-party. This could enable a new era of
the Internet usage called the Internet of Value (IoV) in which any
types of assets such as intellectual and digital properties, equity
and wealth can be digitized and transferred in an automated,
secure, and convenient manner. In the IoV, Blockchain is used
to guarantee the immutability of transactions meaning that it is
impractical to retract once a transaction is confirmed. Therefore,
to strengthen the IoV, before making any transactions it is crucial
to evaluate trust between participants for reducing the risk of
dealing with malicious peers. In this article, we clarify the concept
of IoV and propose a trust-based IoV model including a system
architecture, components and features. Then, we present a trust
platform in the IoV considering two concepts, Experience and
Reputation, originated from Social Networks for evaluating trust
between two any peers in the IoV. The Experience and Reputation
are characterized and calculated using mathematical models with
analysis and simulation in the IoV environment. We believe this
paper consolidates the understandings about IoV technologies
and demonstrates how trust is evaluated and used to strengthen
the IoV. It also opens important research directions on both IoV
and trust in the future.

Index Terms—Trust; Blockchain; Smart Contract; Internet of
Value; Feedback; REK Trust Model; Experience; Reputation

I. INTRODUCTION

The turn of the last century brought us to the Internet of
Things (IoT) in which billions of devices are interconnected
producing massive amount of data every second. There will be
approximately 5,200GB of data for every person on Earth, and
the size of the ‘Digital Universe’ will reach to 44ZB (i.e., 44
trillion GB)1. The current Internet infrastructure enables us to
send general information such as photos, text, audio and video
files on your local computers to others at reasonable speed.
How about in the future? Imagine that you are living in a smart
home equipped with variety of sensors and personal gadgets
producing huge amount of data every day. The question is
that: will data transactions be operated in the same manner
as we are currently exchanging information on the Internet?
We believe that it should not be. The first reason is that it
is not suitable for exchanging vast amount of data across the
network which incurs much overhead and can cause severely

1The source can be found in https://www.emc.com/leadership/digital-
universe/2014iview/executive-summary.htm

damage to the IoT infrastructure. This issue can be overcome
by interchanging the ownerships only, but not the data itself;
then counterparts just need to get the data from cloud storage.
Here, the data ownerships, used as a mean of exchange, are
digital values representing the actual data. In this manner,
various types of assets such as software programs, songs,
pictures, and real-estates can be transacted in the same manner
exchanging the represented value [1]. The second reason is
that the current data exchange model is facing a problem called
‘double spend’. That is when a person sends her data to others,
she is not actually sending the data, but she is sending its copy.
Therefore same data can be sold many times. The ‘double
spend’ problem can be overcome by using a trustworthy (and
powerful) intermediary for controlling the exchange [2]. The
intermediary guarantees that assets will be securely and safely
transferred and settled. However, the involvement of such
third-parties in value exchange imposes delay in processing
and single-point failure, introduces terrific threats and risks,
and more importantly, comes at a cost. Fortunately, these
are what Blockchain naturally deals with [3]. Blockchain is
expected to have a huge impact on how people exchange their
assets (both physical and digital ones) by enabling peer-to-peer
(P2P) transactions of value in a secure manner while tackling
down the ‘double spend’ problem without the introduce of a
intermediary.

From the two reasons and the prospective solutions for
the data exchange example above, a novel paradigm Internet
of Value (IoV) is generalized and coined. The IoV is as a
platform of the next generation Internet that enables various
types of assets to be digitized and represented as digital
values, and directly and securely exchanged using Blockchain.
Recently, several speeches from industrial companies such as
TED2 and Ripple Labs3 have mentioned the term IoV and its
provisioning. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
first academic article dedicated to develop IoV technologies.
In this paper, regarding to IoV environment, two terminologies
‘user’ and ‘entity’ are used interchangeably.

In the IoV, Blockchain is used for implementing trans-
actions of value, consequently security, integrity, and non-

2https://www.ted.com/talks/rachel botsman the currency of the new
economy is trust

3https://ripple.com/insights/chris-larsen-on-the-internet-of-value



reputability of the transactions are assured. However, once a
transaction is verified and posted to Blockchain, it is greatly
challenged to revert. Therefore, in order to prevent frauds,
there should be a mechanism to evaluate trust relationship
between an entity and counterparts that the entity is going
to deal with before making any transactions. In this regard,
a trust evaluation platform is critical for empowering and
strengthening the IoV. In this article, we firstly present the
concept of the IoV along with a conceptual system model; then
focus on developing a trust platform for the IoV leveraging
the Reputation-Experience-Knowledge (REK) trust model [4],
[5]. Here, the two trust indicators (TIs) called Experience
and Reputation are calculated based on the information in
transactions (i.e., interactions) between entities in the IoV that
are recorded in Blockchain. After each interaction, a trustor is
more aware of its trustees based on how well the trustees has
completed the transaction; and with an appropriate evaluation
model, the Experience between the two entities is established
and maintained. Moreover, by utilizing a Blockchain-based
feedback mechanism, Experience between IoV entities can be
securely recorded and shared throughout the IoV network;
consequently, Reputation for any entity can be obtained by
considering all Experience toward that entity as well as the IoV
network topology. As a result, trust relationship between any
two entities in IoV can be evaluated by combining Experience
and Reputation. The main contributions of in this paper are
three-fold:

• Introduce the concept and provisioning of the IoV con-
sidering Blockchain technology.

• Propose a conceptual trust-based IoV model consisting
of the system operations, the reference architecture and
components.

• Propose a trust platform based on Experience and Rep-
utation concepts utilizing the REK trust model [4] for
evaluating trust between two entities in the IoV.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
clarifies the concept and provisioning of the IoV with back-
ground knowledge. Section III presents the conceptual trust-
based IoV model. The following section introduces the trust
evaluation mechanism including Experience and Reputation
computational models. Section V concludes our work and
outlines future research directions.

II. INTERNET OF VALUE: BACKGROUND AND CONCEPT

A. The Blockchain-based IoV: Concept Clarification and Pro-
visioning

To understand the concept of IoV, we start by explaining
(distributed) cryptocurrencies. A cryptocurrency is a digital
asset serving as a means of exchange accepted by participants
in a transaction. Cryptocurrencies are not necessarily issued
by a public authority or a bank, instead, they use distributed
digital cryptography protocols to securely manage the creation
and the transactions of the currencies [6]. In this regard,
cryptocurrencies can be considered as a type of digital asset
represented by digital value in the IoV. Bitcoin was the first

cryptocurrency introduced in 2009 and remains the largest in
terms of market capitalization. Besides, numerous cryptocur-
rencies have been created as blends of Bitcoin alternatives.
Bitcoin and its derivatives are deployed in a distributed manner
using Blockchain technology as a role of a distributed ledger.
Such cryptocurrencies provide some key benefits that tradi-
tional currencies cannot offer. For example, verification and
settlement of payment can be done in seconds (or minutes)
regardless of geographical distance. There is no exchange
rate, no intermediate fee, and just a low cost of transaction
verification because transactions are done directly without
the need for a third-party service provider [7]. The ‘double
spend’ problem is also completely eliminated by Blockchain
native characteristic through miner verification of proof-of-
work (PoW) process [8].

Bitcoin and other crypto-protocols are one of the most
interesting cutting edges in payments industry, however, be-
yond that, the true enormous buzz is that transactions of
various types of assets, not only the cryptocurrencies, could
be manipulated based on the Blockchain technology. That is
a Blockchain-based Value Exchange could be incorporated
for asset exchanges such as ‘physical and digital properties,
equities, bonds, Artificial Intelligence (AI), and an enormous
wave of applications which have not yet been conceived’ [9].
This is the initial idea of the IoV concept.

Fig. 1: IoV model for asset exchange using Blockchain-based Value Exchange layer

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the conceptual IoV model requires
two main components to be built: (i) the Assets Registration
and Settlement and (ii) the Blockchain-based Value Exchange.
The first component is related to business and management
that is out the scope of this paper. We mainly focus on devel-
oping the second component that recently has attracted a large
number of government institutions and private companies. It
is provisioned to be an additional component in the IoT for
value exchanges. To do so, besides the Blockchain technology
that provides mechanisms for securing value transactions, the
concept of Smart Contract is also introduced as an agreement
with terms and conditions between the participants in a trans-
action. Smart Contracts are in form of logics (computer code)
and are accomplished and recorded on top of the Blockchain-
based Value Exchange [10].



B. Blockchain Technology

Blockchain is a distributed immutable database that consists
of a continuous growing list of blocks. Each block consists of
two parts: ‘a header’ that contains a timestamp, a unique ID
(i.e., the hash of the Merkle tree), and the ID of the prior block;
and a ‘data part’ that is the record of one or more transactions
between peers in a network. Thus, a corresponding block links
with its previous block by appending the ID of the previous
block in the header, hence the name Blockchain. Transactions
are encrypted using mathematical algorithms and need to be
verified (i.e., be signed) for validity before being hashed and
encoded into a Merkle tree whose root is the hash of the
corresponding block [11].

A transaction using Blockchain is verified if and only
if more than 50% nodes in the Blockchain network reach
consensus about its validity (the principle of Longest Chain
Wins) [3]. Once verified, the transaction will be appended in an
existing chain of blocks, synchronized and distributed across
the network, thus, every node in the network has exactly the
same copy of the database. This is why Blockchain is con-
sidered as an open, distributed ledger. By nature, Blockchain
is inherently resistant to data modification. Once recorded,
data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively as
this would invalidate all hashes in the previous blocks in the
Blockchain. The only way to modify a stored transaction in
chain is to alter all subsequent blocks located in more than
50% of computers in the network, which is greatly challenged
[12]. Consequently Blockchain technology opens a new type
of distributed ledger for recording transactions securely and
efficiently. The ledger can also be programmed using Smart
Contracts in order to verify, audit and trigger transactions in an
inexpensive, consistent and automatic manner [13]. Recently,
Blockchain with Smart Contracts have been provisioning to
be key technologies to create a secure platform for directly
exchanging not only digital money but also various kinds of
assets including intellectual property, rights and wealth [14].

C. Smart Contracts

Smart Contracts are agreements between the participants
of a transaction, written in a Turing-complete programming
language, for exchanging assets [10]. Smart Contracts are
written onto Blockchain for extending the semantics of trans-
actions. Indeed, Bitcoin transactions use a simple form of
Smart Contracts that only define sender address, receiver
address and amount of Bitcoin to be transferred leveraging the
use of private and public keys. In the IoV, Smart Contracts
are decentralized arbitrary performed upon the Blockchain-
based Value Exchange. This is different from traditional
centralized arbitrary e-systems which are based on central
contract systems. As an agreement established by the parties
involved, a Smart Contract consists of terms and conditions
written in machine code to implement complex business rules.
The terms in a Smart Contract dictate movement of value
based on conditions met. For example, on a specific date (i.e.,
condition), the ownership of the data is changed from the data
owner to the data buyer; in exchange, some amount of Bitcoin

is transferred from the data buyer to the data owner. The use
of Blockchain is to create a distributed, immutable storage;
whereas the use of Smart Contracts brings a distributed,
immutable escrow. This sets the IoV apart from the current
Blockchain-based applications.

III. TOWARD A TRUST-BASED IOV PLATFORM

Trust is the underlying psychological measurement of an
entity (i.e., the trustor) indicating whether it should put itself
into a risky situation in case a trustee turns out to be misplaced.
Blockchain is the driving force behind the IoV that assures
security, integrity, and non-reputability of value transactions;
and, trust plays a crucial roles in empowering the IoV. The use
of trust in the IoV is two-fold: (i) to help evaluating assets; and
(ii) to prevent frauds as well as encourage transactions in the
IoV by providing trust evaluation between participants before
making any transactions. This section proposes a conceptual
trust-based system model with Blockchain for the IoV.

A. Trust-based IoV System Procedure

The procedure for exchanging value in the trust-based IoV
platform is described in Fig. 2. The procedure consist of four
major steps in an IoV transaction: (1), (2), (3), (4-1) and (4-
2). The Smart Contract establishment (1) is conducted at the
IoV Apps & Services before posting it to the Blockchain.
After that, the steps (2), (3) and (4-1) are the native functions
of Smart Contracts and Blockchain. The two trust-related
components called Trust Evaluation and Value Evaluation are
also introduced in the IoV platform.

Fig. 2: Conceptual Platform and Procedure for Value Exchanges in Trust-based IoV

The Trust Evaluation component is to support transactions
with trustworthy counterparts. That is, users base on trust to
decide whether they should exchange assets with unknown
counterparts without any trusted third-parties in IoV because
once a transaction is settled, it is impossible to retract. This
means that a user need to have a clue of ’belief’ or ’assurance’
of its counterparts before making any decision to transact
with. The below pseudo-code illustrates a Smart Contract that
leverages trust as a trigger event to automatically withdraw
risky transactions.



event Checking(Address trustor, Address trustee, float threshold);

function trust check(Address trustor, Address trustee, float threshold) {
if (trust evaluation(trustor, trustee) < threshold return 0;
transaction(trustor, trustee);

}

The Value Evaluation component, as a part of the Service
and Application Support layer, helps evaluating value for
assets to be exchanged (Fig. 3). And, the Trust Evaluation
component plays an important role in value evaluation of an
asset due to the fact that value of an asset is high when the
owner of the asset is trustworthy and vice versa. The trust-
based value evaluation for assets is one of the future research
direction on the IoV.

B. IoV Reference Architecture Aligned with IoT

The proposed IoV architecture is aligned with the ITU-
T IoT and Smart Cities & Communities reference model4.
The additional components namely Trust, Value Evaluation,
Asset Registration, and Blockchain-based Value Exchange
layer are introduced and aligned with the IoT components in
the architecture (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: IoV High Level Architecture (HLA) Functional Model

The Blockchain-based Value Exchange layer is located be-
tween Application layer and Service Support and Application
Support layer whereas Value Evaluation and Asset Registration
components belong to the Service Support and Application
Support layer. The Trust component (with Security and Privacy
components) is a multi-level capability interacting with all IoT
layers, from the Device to the Application layers.

C. Feedback Mechanism

In order to establish and evaluate trust in the IoV, a
feedback mechanism is deployed for gathering information
about participants after each transaction. When a transaction
is completed, the feedback mechanism enables participants to
give opinions on how their counterparts have done to fulfill the
transaction. The feedback value is personally evaluated based
on how each entity perceives the effects after the transaction.
Feedback can be both implicit and explicit; and may or may
not requires human participation [15]. Different scenarios in

4http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/studygroups/2017-2020/20/Pages/default.
aspx

the IoV have different feedback evaluation methodologies.
There are two main techniques for valuating feedback. The
first technique asks for users to give opinions after a transac-
tion finishes which depends completely on human participants.
This approach usually requires huge effort to engage users; and
opinions are sometimes biased. This technique has been used
in many e-commerce services and reputation systems such
as eBay, Amazon and Airbnb. The second method valuates
feedback based on calculation models that does not require
human participation. For example, Quality of Data (QoD) [16]
can be used as the valuation of feedback for data exchange in
the IoV.

Feedback can also use Blockchain (along with the
Blockchain for transactions). Each feedback consists of a
source (i.e., entity ID that gives feedback), a destination (i.e.,
target entity ID), value, and timestamp when a transaction is
verified. The trust platform then looks for this information
in the feedback Blockchain to calculate the Experience and
Reputation for inferring final trust values. There should be
an important assumption that the IoV platform should de-
ploy an identification mechanism for all of its entities. And
the feedback Blockchain is then based on advanced Byzan-
tine Fault-Tolerant (BFT) state-machine replication protocols
which require IDs for all users in the IoV network [17]. This
type of Blockchain is different from the conventional proof-of-
work consensus technique called ‘permissionless Blockchain’
implemented in Bitcoin in which participants are anonymous
and transactions are conducted based on ‘one-time’ Bitcoin
address. Thus the drawback of our approach is the privacy
preservation and it would be one of the challenges and future
research directions.

IV. TRUST EVALUATION MECHANISM

The REK model in the IoT environment are utilized for eval-
uating trust in the IoV. In the REK model, trust is comprised
of the three Reputation, Experience and Knowledge indicators;
however, in the IoV, there is not yet available information
for quantifying the Knowledge. Instead, transactions between
entities are recorded in Blockchain and distributed to peers
in the IoV network, which is suitable for the Experience and
Reputation calculations.

A. Experience Computational Model

Experience is a type of asymmetric relationship between
two entities obtained from previous interactions between the
two indicating to what extend a trustor trusts a trustee. To
enable the Experience computational model, the feedback
mechanism introduced in sub-section III.C is integrated as
demonstrated in Fig. 4.

To model experience between two entities, we investigate
and imitate human relationships in trust-related sociological
literature [18], [19]. That is, Experience is increased due
to cooperative feedback and is decreased by uncooperative
feedback. Experience also decays if there is no interactions
between the two. The increase, decrease and decay of Expe-
rience depend on the intensity of transactions, feedback value



Fig. 4: Experience computation model based on feedback mechanism

ϑ, and the current Experience value Expt. Thus, Experience
can be modeled using mathematical difference equations.

• Increase (due to cooperative feedback)
Let ϑ be the feedback value of a transaction, normal-
ized in the range (0, 1). Cooperative feedback means ϑ >
θcooperative.The Increase trend is modeled using a linear
difference equation as following:

Expt+1 = Expt + ϑt ×∆Expt+1 (1)

∆Expt+1 = α× (1− Expt
maxExp

) (2)

where Expt, initExp, maxExp, ϑt, α are the Experience value
at the time t, the initial Experience value, the maximum value
of Experience, the Cooperative feedback value at the time t,
and the maximum increase value of Experience, respectively.
Note that 0 < ϑt < 1 and 0 < α < maxExp.

• Decrease (due to uncooperative feedback)
An uncooperative interaction means ϑ < θuncooperative. The
Decrease trend is modeled as following:

Expt+1 = Max(minExp, Expt − (1− ϑt)× β ×∆Expt+1)
(3)

where ∆Expt+1 is determined by Equation (2); ϑt, β > 1 and
minExp are the uncooperative feedback value at the time t, the
Decrease rate and the minimum Experience value, respectively.

• Decay (due to neutral feedback or no interaction)
In sociology, relationship between people decays over time
if participants do not interact, although the decay rates are
different depending on strength of the current relationships
[20]. Strong relationships tend to exhibit less decay than the
weak ones, and the decay value is assumed to be inversely pro-
portional to current relationship value. Similarly, Experience
decays due to no transaction after a period of time or due to
neutral feedback (i.e., θuncooperative ≤ ϑ ≤ θcooperative). The
mathematical Decay model is as following:

Expt+1 = Max(initExp, Expt −∆decayt+1) (4)

∆decayt+1 = δ(1 + γ − Expt−1

maxExp
) (5)

where δ and γ are the minimal decay value and the decay rate,
respectively.

The simulation for the Experience model is conducted in
Matlab with the parameters are shown in Table I and the results

TABLE I: PARAMETERS SETTINGS IN THE EXPERIENCE SIMULATION

Parameters Values Parameters Values

maxExp 1 γ 0.005
minExp 0 δ 0.005
initExp 0.3 θuncooperative 0.3

α 0.1 θcooperative 0.6
β 2 ϑ (0, 1)

Fig. 5: Experience Model consists of Increase, Decrease and Decay trends

are illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that different use-cases might
result in different parameter settings. Generally, in both human
society and the IoV, high Experience value indicates a strong
relationship between the two and vice versa.

According to the Increase trend model and the simulation
result depicted in Fig. 5, Experience accumulates from co-
operative feedback and the accumulated value depends on
both feedback value and the current Experience value. It
requires more and more cooperative interactions in order to
get higher Experience value, meaning that strong relationships
are difficult to achieve. It is easy to prove that the Experience
model forms a curve that is incremental and asymptotic to 1
(i.e., maxExp). However, regarding to the Decrease model,
these strong relationships are more resistant to uncooperative
interactions whereas weak relationships are severely damaged
(Fig. 5). The Decrease rate β = 2 means that Experience loses
twice in case of an uncooperative interaction compared to what
it has gained from a cooperative interaction. Similar to the
Decrease model, strong relationships decay much slower than
the weak ones (Fig. 5). Relationships between entities require
periodic maintenance but strong ones tend to persist longer
even without reinforcing cooperative interactions. This is sim-
ilar to what happens in the human society, thus, the proposed
Experience model effectively migrates the trust relationship in
the real world to the IoV.

B. Reputation Computation Model

Reputation of an entity (regarding to the trust context)
is a concept indicates a perception of society about the
trustworthiness of this entity. The goal of any reputation
systems is to provide an estimation of the trustworthiness,
thus, encourages other entities to interact with this entity
without first-hand knowledge. In the IoV, only small number
of users that have already interacted with another, resulting
in very high possibility that two any entities are new to each



other, consequently no experience between the two. Therefore,
reputation is the important information in trust evaluation.

Unlike Experience is a subjective relationship, Reputation
is an objective property of an entity. We follow the idea that
Reputation of an entity in the IoV network is calculated based
on both Experience and Reputation from/of the entities that
have interacted with this entity. This is somewhat similar to
the GooglePageRankTM algorithm [21] except that it is
more complicated due to the consideration of weighted links
between two entities. That is the links between two entities
(i.e., Experience between the two) could be either supportive
or unsupportive, resulting in increasing or decreasing of Rep-
utation value, respectively. A novel mathematical model for
Reputation is proposed as following:

RepPos(X) =
1− d

N
+ d(

∑
∀i

RepPos(i)x
Exp(i,X)

CPos(i)
) (6)

RepNeg(X) =
1− d

N
+ d(

∑
∀i

RepNeg(i)x
1− Exp(i,X)

CNeg(i)
)

(7)
Rep(X) = max(0, RepPos(X)−RepNeg(X)) (8)

− RepPos(i) is positive reputation of the entity i consider-
ing only supportive Experience.

− CPos(i) =
∑

Exp(i,j)>θ Exp(i, j) is the total values
of all supportive Experience that the entity i currently
interacts with.

− RepNeg(i) is negative reputation of the entity i consid-
ering only unsupportive Experience.

− CNeg(i) =
∑

Exp(i,j)<θ (1− Exp(i, j)) is total com-
pliments of unsupportive Experience that the entity i is
currently interacts with.

− Rep(i) is the reputation of the entity i which is the
combination of the positive and negative reputation.

− N is total numbers of entities in the IoV networks.
− Exp(i,X) is the Experience from the entity i toward the

entity X .
− d = 0.85 is the damping factor which was intensively

investigated on the web-ranking.

C. Reputation Model Mathematical Analysis and Simulation

Both Equations (6) and (7) can be expressed in Markov
chains of random process with the RepPos and RepNeg vec-
tors as the stationary distributions, respectively (i.e., RepPos

and RepNeg are vectors formed from positive reputation
RepPos(i) and negative reputation RepNeg(i) ∀i = 1, N ).
These Markov chains are random suffer models with random
jumps; consequently these Markov chains are strongly con-
nected. Therefore, the RepPos and RepNeg vectors, which are
the stationary distribution of the Markov chains, are existed
and unique. Therefore the Reputation defined in Equation (8)
is also existed and unique. Details of the mathematical proofs
and analysis for the Reputation model can be found in [22].

Based on the computational model, Reputation of all entities
in the IoV network can be calculated either algebraically or
iteratively. The algebra traditional method to solve the matrix

equations in (6) and (7) takes roughly N3 operations that is
not suitable for a huge network like the IoV. On the other
hand, the iterative methods is much faster because the RepPos

and RepNeg vectors calculations converge after conducting
a number of iterations. Fig. 6 depicts the convergence rate
for several network sizes N = 1000, 2000 and 4000 with the
error tolerance = 10−3, which is the 2− norm vector of the
difference between Rep vectors in two consecutive iterations.

Fig. 6: Convergence of the Reputation algorithm with several network sizes

As can be seen from Fig. 6, the Reputation model converges
to a reasonable tolerance (i.e., 10−3) in less than 45 iterations.
The convergences on half and one fourth of the data take 37
and 32 iterations, respectively. This graph suggests that this
reputation model will well scale for a large network size as
the scaling factor is roughly linear in logN . Therefore, the
reputation model is suitable to deploy in a huge network like
the IoV.

D. Finalize Trust Value

The final trust value is a composite of both Reputation
and Experience. For example, a simple weighted sum for
calculating trust value between A (i.e., the trustor) and B (i.e.,
the trustee) is as following:

Trust(A,B) = αRep(B) + βExp(A,B) (9)

where α > 0 and β > 0 are weighting factors satisfying
α + β = 1. The weighting factors can be autonomously
adjusted using a machine learning mechanism that learns from
feedback.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have provided a comprehensive concept,
system model and architecture for the IoV with Blockchain
and Smart Contracts for a secure and distributed value ex-
change network. Beyond that, we have incorporated a trust
platform for strengthening and empowering the trust-based
IoV by utilizing the REK trust model in [4], [5]. The trust
evaluation system in the IoV leverages a Blockchain-based
feedback mechanism for gathering opinions about entities
involved in IoV transactions that are already recorded in
Blockchain. The Experience and Reputation computational
models are then carried out based on the information from
the feedback Blockchain. The two Reputation and Experience



models are simulated and analyzed for showing the effective-
ness in quantifying trust in the IoV environment.

This paper is as a catalyst for IoV and trust-based IoV
research that opens variety of future work. The first direc-
tion is to investigate and develop IoV components such as
Blockchain-based Value Exchange layer, the Asset Registry
and the Smart Contracts. Related to trust, one direction can be
a novel trust evaluation model considering more information
about IoV entities than only feedback. Another direction is
the adaptation of the Experience and Reputation models which
requires to adapt with parameters settings in a context-aware
manner. The forth direction could be a mechanism for Value
Evaluation component for a specific use-case that takes other
factors, including trust, into account when judging asset value.
We expect that our proposals can significantly contribute to
further research activities in the future, taking into account
Blockchain and trust issues for the IoV.
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